
MEDIA LAW SUMMARY 
 
Privacy vs reputation: 

-  In civil legal system, there is holistic protection of dignitary/personality interest compared to 
common law system. 

- By contrast, under common law protected reputation highly but privacy not at all. In AU there 
is very little legislation on this privacy (there is only equitable grounds-breach of confidence 
and information Privacy Act).  

- So it is easier to be a plaintiff than the defendant in AU. 
 
 
Lange v ABC:  
- In Australia, the right to reputation is not an absolute right, it is balanced against the public 

interest in freedom of expression.  
o The principles of defamation law strikes between right to reputation of plaintiff, 

against the right of defendant in freedom of expression. 
- Everyone has reputation as a natural person in AU, this itself is a problem. 

o So any natural person/artificial person can sue for defamation. 
- Everyone has interest in freedom of speech – this is a problem 

o This is such a wide spread application, hence the problem. 
 
Reputation 

- Common law: Lord Denning in Plato Films v Speidel 
o Reputation is what others think of you (defamation law is to protect reputation and 

not character!) 
§ whereas character is what you truly are.  

- Remedy 
The principle remedy for defamation is damages, and the principle head is compensatory 
damage for non-economic loss: (note: there is also pecuniary economic loss – need to be 
proven with evidences) 

a. damage to reputation and  
b. injury to your feelings. 

 
Right to Freedom of speech 

- Reasons to protect:  
o Governmental/Political speech (representative democracy),  
o Truth seeking (if you suppress speech, then people go underground), 
o Human Right (self-fulfilment, self express, dignity)  

- Criticism:  
o no distinction between freedom of expression and freedom of press.  

§ These are distinction: press is a quasi-institutional body which can have different 
interest from private individuals. So media releasing things that are involving 
corporate interests 

o Common law provides some privileges for the media but no rights different to individual.  
o European and US jurisdictions serve a distinction. The media as a 4th state acting as a 

check and a means of accountability. 
- Note: Open to legislature to abrogate this freedom in AU, because AU do not have bill of right 

 
Recognition of reputation and freedom of speech 
 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
Art. 17: No arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy, honour and reputation. 
Art. 19: Right to freedom of speech, subject to the rights to reputation  
- see reputation as human rights 
- but not absolute protection of either human rights or reputation 



 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
Art 12 and 19: Right to freedom of speech and reputation to be balanced 
- see reputation as human rights 
- but not absolute protection of either human rights or reputation 

 
European Convention on Human Rights 
Art. 8: Right to private life (e.g. privacy) (but also reputation is a subsidiary of article 8 as party of the 
umbrella.) 
- Accepted in UK: Re Guardian News and Meda Ltd 2010. 
- This recognition would mean that reputation is only a subsidiary of privacy. This means a 

profound change in the common law where privacy is more cared than reputation. This is different 
to the history of the common law. 

Art. 10: Freedom of speech, separate to freedom of press. 
- Made domestic law in UK in the Human Rights Act 1998(UK). EU Court of Civil Right 

acknowledged that right to reputation, though not mentioned, was part of right to private life. 
- see reputation as human rights 
- but not absolute protection of either human rights or reputation 

 
US Constitution: First Amendment - Freedom of speech 
Rosenblatt v Baer (1966): Right to reputation not constitutionally protected. Must be balanced against 
right to freedom of expression. 
 
NY Times v Sullivan (1964): Constitutionalised defamation law. Gave primacy to the right to freedom of 
expression at the expense of the right to reputation.  
- i.e. more like absolute protection of either human rights over reputation 
- For political/public figures in US, a different test applied for defamation. 

o The political/public figure (plaintiff) bears the onus of proof to show that the defamatory 
matter was false, and had to proof that the publication was motivated by actual malice.  

o his was expanded to non-political figures and then to forced public figures. (Eg family 
members of a criminal). 

o So this is very hard for public figures. So most defamation case in US is about private 
people with easier test like other common law (onus on def, if private figure) that the 
publication is true)(this is like AU) 

 
 
Alternative causes of actions other than defamation to protect reputation: 

• injurious falsehood 
• deceit 
• negligent mistake 
• TPA 
• privacy in breach of confidence etc 

 
Foaminol Laboratories Ltd v British Artid Plastics Ltd (UK) 

- During ww2: there is breach of contract, thus claim consequential damages for reputation for the 
breach of contract. 

- Dictum: Hallet J - This application was rejected. Here the interest is mere loss of reputation, 
therefore only defamation can be relied upon as a cause of action.  

- This is only a general principle of common law and can always be altered by legislation. 
 
Injurious Falsehood (aka malicious falsehood in UK) 
Older version: slander on title/goods – an action on the case where defendant casts doubt on ownership 
making it difficult for owner to sell land/goods. This could be actionable, so that the person asserting is 
doing it maliciously and therefore there was damages suffered. 
- Radcliffe v Evans (UK authority) 



o Bowen LJ: An action will lie for written or oral falsehoods, not actionable per se nor even 
defamatory, where they are maliciously published... to produce actual damage... à 

o Elements:  
§ False statement of goods or services,  
§ published the false statement by def,  
§ malice = improper motive,  

• trying to infer the state of mind of D 
• that D was actuated by an improper motive in making the statement 
• this needs to be a dominant motive 

§ cause actual damage to ptf 
- Palmer Bruyn & Parker Pty Ltd v Parsons: (AU authority) 

o Fact: Parsons wrote a letter purporting to be Palmer Bruyn who was surveyor for McDonalds 
(false statement of PB about service of the PB has been involved in corruption), and circulated 
it to other councillors. Newcastle Herald published it and McDonalds terminated its 
agreement with Palmer.  

o Court had to decide on what were the elements. Gummow J suggest 4, Kirby suggest 7. 
(onus is on the plaintiff to prove all four elements) 

1. False statement concerning plaintiff's goods/services  
o Satisfied here. 
o There is no need to prove that anyone received and actually believe that what was 

said was false. It is sufficient that the material is false or has the tendency to be 
defamatory or to mislead. Liability is not dependent on you proving that in fact 
someone believed the falsity. 

2. publication of statement by defendant, and communicated to a 3rd person other than ptf  
o Satisfied here: showing it to councillors 

3. malice (improper motive) on the part of the defendant   
o Intent to harm might be relevant. 
o This can be any improper motive and not ill intention. 
o Here, Parsons was intending to stop MCD from acquiring. So this is improper 
o E.g. if they honestly believed about their false statement = no improper motive - 

Orion Pet Products v RSPCA 
• note: if one is careless = no malice. If one is reckless = malice 

4. Actual damage (not special damage – Mahon case) proven by plaintiff as a result of the 
defendant's false statement  

o Yes, they lost the consulting. There was a pecuniary value to the contract. 
o But this case was lost on grounds that the termination=harm was not the natural and 

probable consequence of the publication: even if the four requirements above seems to 
satisfy: i.e. It failed in causal connection between the wrongful conduct+ harm suffered. 

§ There is no real causation between publication and the cancelation of the contract 
because MCD was simply thinking this is getting messy, we are multi billion 
company, so lets just walk away. What really happened was, Parson found it funny to 
circulate such bogous letter but it got leaked. 

§ The threshold is natural and probable consequence for intentional torts, it is a high 
threshold.  

Has to satisfy: 
1. Causation between publication and false statement, and actual damage 

suffered 
2. Remoteness: natural and probable consequence 

 
Difference between Injurious Falsehood and Defamation  
 

Injurious falsehood Defamation (this is easier) 



Need four elements. 
 

Need three elements 
(defamatory/identification/publication) 

 
Juries are involved – ordinary reasonable reader is to be 
light upon the single meaning of the words (single 
meaning rule). And impose liability on defendant on 
such basis. This is to avoid people from interpreting 
words differently. 
- The jury would decide what a word ascribes to 

for its meaning 
Protection of economic interest/goodwill in 
goods/services 
 
i.e If you're suing for defamation for personal 
reputation, and your property or goods were not 
affected, you cannot sue under injurious falsehood. 
 
Concerns about misrepresentations made to the 
plaintiff and not third parties 

Protection of reputation 

False statement about P’s goods/services False statement + disparages P’s reputation 

Greater forensic burden on P, as damage is not 
presumed (P must prove damage)(because damage is 
the gist of the action) 

Forensically easy for P, as presumption that material 
is false + P’s reputation has been damaged (if P 
proves the publication of a matter that is defamatory 
of him) 
i.e. presumption of falsity and presumption of damage. 

Easier to obtain an injunction to restrain an 
apprehended injurious falsehood (as this tort does not 
protect freedom of speech) 

• Difficult to obtain an injunction if P suspects 
that D will defame him 

• Court generally allows D to say what he 
wishes (freedom of speech), then P sues for 
damages after publication 

Note: Disadvantage for bringing a claim for Misleading 
Deceptive Conduct in terms of remedies as opposed to 
defamation. 
- In injurious falsehood and Misleading 

Deceptive Conduct, you have to proof that you 
have suffered damage. Whereas in defamation, 
you don't have to prove that. 

 

 

 
 
Ajinomoto Sweeteners Europe SAS v Asda Stores: (UK) 

- Fact: 
o Asda store labels indirectly saying that aspartame (Potential unhealthy or harmful material 

consumer wants to avoid), produced by Ajinomoto, was harmful. 
o Packaging said: product is good for you, no hidden nasty, no aspartame. 

§ Words implied that P’s goods were harmful, or potentially harmful, or something to 
be avoided (different imputations/meanings) 

o Obligation on Ajinomoto to establish meaning of the label that was injurious.  
- Issue: whether the “single meaning rule” (single meaning in relation to any matter) in defamation 

equally applies in injurious falsehood? (see Nixon case for defamation single meaning rule) 
- Trial judge: single meaning rule should apply for both defamation and injurious falsehoold 



- COA Held: LJ Sedley: single meaning rule should not be imported to injurious falsehood.  
o The juries are not involved but only judges are included in injurious falsehood cases. 
o Judges can provide reasons unlike juries. 

- Note: Must be a single meaning in defamation 
o Words used, even though they may be understood in different ways by different people, are 

only capable of bearing a single meaning 
o 3 different meanings from words here (can only mean one thing). What is the one true 

meaning of the words? Liability is imposed on that basis 
 
 
Menulog ptd ltd v TCN channel 9 [2012] NSWSC 
- Fact:  

o Menulog saw that TCN was going to talk about their business in how they allegedly operate 
and profit. (TCN only had one instance and extrapolated facts to argue Menulog had some 
patterns) 

- Held: managed to get injunction, so the channel cannot broadcast. 
- There are false statement of injurious falsehood against Menulog. So Menulog is not prevented from 

applying injunction. 
o Test to grant injunction for injurious falsehood: (need both requirements) 
1. Prima facie case of injurious falsehood,  

• A false statement about Menulog’s service 
• It is about damaging their business 
• It was likely they would broadcast based on their heavy promotion. 
• It is about malice because Menulog explained the incident being subject to broadcast 

already but TCN insisted that there is dodgy pattern with no firm ground and was going 
to broadcast 

2. Balance of convenience (e.g. once it is published you cannot go back)(so strongly favours in 
granting injunction here) 

- If this was defamation? The same concern about freedom of speech (i.e. you can’t stop someone to 
talk about something, because of freedom of speech, people are allowed to say what they wish, but they 
bare the consequence). So you cannot get injunction for an apprehended defamation. 

o doesn’t apply to injunction for injurious falsehood because it is about business/service (not 
reputation) 

o doesn’t apply to injunction to MDC. 
 
Mahon v Mach 1 Financial service (2012) 
- Fact: A threaten publication on a website (MFS) about NZ property developer (Mahon).  
- Concern: 

a. Injunctive relief: ongoing publication that MFS will continue adding. Ongoing damage. 
b. Actual damage/ special damage:  

- Held: injurious falsehood: require actual damage, NOT special damage (this is about Element 4). 
- Special damage: 

o Proof of actual pecuniary loss sustained by Ptf. Ptf is limited to the extent of the actual 
pecuniary loss that is disclosed in evidence. (i.e. if 100m contract is gone. Then 100mil is all 
you get) 

- Actual damage:  
o Require you to prove economic loss that has been sustained such as, down term of sales, drops 

in share price, loss of contract. But the Ptf is not confined precisely to the extent of the actual 
pecuniary loss pleaded and proven. 

 
 
Misleading or Deceptive Conduct  

- Statute: 
o  s18 ACL applies to natural person and corporations per Fair Trading Act 1987 s32. 
o Competition and Consumer Act 2010 Cth s 131, so 18 ACL only applies to corporations apply 

under Cth jurisdiction. 
§ So if the defendant is a natural person apply NSW law. 
§ So if the defendant is a corporate, either Cth or NSW law can apply. 

o s18 Australian Consumer Law (s52 TPA 1974 – repealed) 



§ Person must not, in trade or commerce, engage in conduct that is misleading or 
deceptive, or is likely to mislead or deceive. (objective test) 

§ This section covers natural or artificial persons. 
 
s 131 Competition and Consumer Act (i.e. Cth jurisdiction) 

 
 
s 18 ACL (replaced s 52 TPA) 

 
 
ss 232, 236 ACL 

 
 
 
- Orion Pet Products v RSPCA, Wienberg J found that articles were clearly misleading, but RSPCA 

was not involved in trade or commerce.  
o Fact: RSPCA campaigned against electric dog collars by Orion. False statement by a doctor 

that electric collar caused a golden retriever to back flip and killed a few other dogs, while he 
has not actually saw it.  

§ MDC: not in ‘trade or commerce’, all of these were educational purpose. 
 
èWhether media companies could be held liable for misleading/deceptive conduct? 
- Global Sportsman v Mirror Newspapers (1984) 
- Cartoon published by MN suggesting that Jeff Thompson, under agreement with GS, was responsible 

for mutiny. GS brought proceedings for injurious falsehood, Jeff brought proceedings for defamation. 
And both brought proceedings for misleading/deceptive conduct (MDC).  

- Issue was whether MDC could only apply to non-defamatory publication as argued by MN. 
o Argument 1: Newspaper argued that where something can be defamatory, then lability for 

misleading/deceptive claim must be read down to exclude defamatory matter. So s18 can only 
apply if there is non-defamatory speech. 

o Argument 2: Alternatively, M argued that the defences for defamation should be imported 
into the interpretation and application of ACL (otherwise it would impact freedom of speech 
and press) 

- Held:  
- Argument 1: no basis to limit statutory liability of MDC to non-defamatory materials. (i.e This case 

acknowledges the possibility of overlapping causes of action in misleading/deceptive conduct and 
defamation) 

o There are no such express carving out  
o No necessary implication (looking at the words and what they reasonably mean) that 

‘misleading/deceptive’ excludes defamatory speech (words say nothing about 
defamatory/non-defamatory speech, no textual basis to read it down, not absurd and not 
ambiguous) 

- Argument 2: Must construe Statute as a whole. If no CL defences in Statute, drafters must have turned 
minds to it, decided not to import defences to misleading/deceptive conduct, thus cannot import 
defences for defamation to s 18 

o purpose of consumer act is to protect consumer, and purpose of defamation act is to protect 
reputation of private individual 

o So there is no reason for the two cause of action to not arise concurrently. MDC could apply 
to news reporting and the provision of opinion or commentary. 

- Media companies could be sued for defamation, and also for misleading conduct. And there was no 
defences under misleading conduct.  

o However, now clause 19 provide defences to Media companies. 
 
Clause 19: Defence of 'Prescribed Information Provider' 
Clause 19(1)(a): Where the publication was made by the prescribed information provider in the course of 
carrying on a business of providing information, no liability is attracted. 

Application of ACL in relation to corporations 

A person must not, in trade/commerce, engage in conduct that is misleading/deceptive, or is 
likely to mislead/deceive 

Remedies (damages, injunctions) 



 
Clause 19(5): An information provider is defined as a person carrying on a business of providing information. 

o S19(6): lists out examples: TV channels, etc 
Not just limited to news, but can extend to cartoons. Broadly defined, not artificially narrow. 
(While s65A allows corporations to rely on MDC, clause 19 limits the efficacy of corporations relying on MDC 
as a right to sue.) 
 
Clause 19(2): doesn't apply to publication of advertisements 
 
Clause 19(3) & (4): further restrictions on circumstances in which Info providers can apply. 
Circumstances where info provider is providing info on their own goods or services, or entering into contract of 
understanding with supplier of goods and services.  
 
Versace v Monte (2002) FCA - How strong is clause 19? Effect of clause 19 (3) and (4). 
Fact:  
- Monte, private detective/security guard, wrote a memo about his life and self published a book through 

a website. 
- Monte's memoirs claimed that he offered security services to Gianni Versace, and that Donatello 

Versace and her brother had hired a hit man to kill Gianni and were involved in money laundering.  
- House of Versace brought proceedings for MDC and defamation.  
- Monte sought to use defence that he was providing information (claiming s19 of ACL).  

Held: rejected the s19 defence. 

- Fails under s19(1): M was not purporting to provide information, but was using the book to promote 
his security services. Given that the book was not for the purpose of providing information, M did not fall 
within the definition of a ‘prescribed information provider’ 

- Fails under s19(3)/(4): Even if M were a ‘prescribed information provider’, he falls outside the ambit 
of this if the misleading/deceptive conduct he engaged in is in relation to the promotion of his own 
services (detective skills/security guard services), as compared to the provision of information 

- Versace was able to obtain an injunction against Monte from repeating the allegations. 
- S232 of ACL: Power of Court to grant injunction. 
- S236 of ACL: You can bring action for damages 

 
 

Bond v Barry (2008) – How strong is clause 19? 
- Held that free lance journalist should equally be provided the clause 19 defence.  

o i.e. It did not matter that the defendant was a freelancer, as no any employment relationship is 
required under s19. 

 
ACCC v Channel Seven Brisbane (2009): case on ss(3) and ss(4) 
- ACCC brought proceedings against Seven Network for misleading and deceptive representations in 

broadcast 'Wildly Wealthy Women’ which was a Ponzi scheme. Thus, ACCC goes after Channel 7.  
- Issue was whether 7 can hide behind clause 19 ACL, ie., information was provided 'in the course of 

business of providing information.'  
- HC held that 7 Network had trespassed the benefit of the immunity by endorsing the product. They 

have moved out of the business of providing information by entering into an arrangement ( (in 
promoting WWW uncritically) falling outside the ordinary practices of journalism and was thus not 
covered by the defence.  

o s19 does not work: 
§  publishes matter in connection with goods or services which it itself provides, or 

publishes an advertisement for its own or someone else's goods or services,  
§ where the information provider promotes the goods or services of a third party 

pursuant to a contract, arrangement or understanding with that party.” 
o Ie. there are cases when news providers are outside s19 when they align with heavy 

commercial interest (not when they do traditional reporting) 
o If C entered into critical reporting of WWW then it would have been within the ordinary 

practices of journalism 
 
 
 



2 common law cause of action: Defamation and Negligence 
- No general duty to give remedy for pure economic loss - Hedley Burne v Helm, 1964 
- So we need to think case by cases (looking at the salient features – i.e. establish novel Duty of care) 
- publication of false statements can raise; 

o pure economic loss 
o infliction of psychiatric damage 

 
If a false statement is arguably defamatory and also produces pure economic loss due to negligent statement, 
first authority is: 

Spring v Guardian Assurance (UK position): defamation and negligence can apply concurrently. 
- Spring's reference from his previous employer suggested that he was a difficult person to work with 

and unreliable.  
- He brought proceedings to Guardian for  

o Negligence  
o Defamation- failed due to qualified privilege defence. 

§ One of the typical defence against defamation in giving of a reference is qualified 
privilege (a complete defence for my honest opinion). 

• So that one is protected from defamation in giving a reference unless does 
not abuse/exceed its privilege. 

§ Test for abuse: publisher had dominant motive of malice 
(i.e. improper motive). 

§ So claim of defamation was bound to fail 
- Issue: Since he cannot sue in defamation, can he sue in negligence? Yes 

o Does the previous employer owe a duty of care in the composition in giving reference to a 
formal employee? (establish a novel DoC) (the salient features): 

• Reasonable foreseeability of the type of the harm (ie. here the pure 
economic loss and reputation) 

• Reasonable foreseeability of the plaintiff/class of the plaintiff. 
o Here, pure economic loss was reasonably foreseeable. 
o And also within the class of plaintiff. 

• Vulnerability 
• Indeterminacy of liability (in relation to who/amount/time) 
• Degree of control. 
• Pre-exiting relationship 
• Voluntary assumption of responsibility and reliance. 

- Held: So Spring can't earn his livelihood because of this reference=> this is the economic loss. 
Foamanol principle is that where mere harm is loss of reputation, the course of action is defamation. 
But court held that that principle is not applicable here.  

o (Because it’s both pure economic loss and reputation, not merely loss of reputation)  
o (so suggesting there can be a course of action other than defamation!) 

- House of Lords held that the course of action from negligence can supplement the action of 
defamation.  

 
Australian Position – The overlap between negligence and defamation 

Sattin v Nationwide News Pty Ltd 
- Sunday Telegraph published a photo of Sattin and another guy claiming the guy was her fiancé but 

Sattin was already married. She pleaded that it was defamation. 
o Her solicitors amended claim to include negligence for psychiatric harm. 

- Held: Levine J:  
- This was a mere loss of reputation – so the correct cause of action was defamation per Foamanol 

principle. 
o Her claim for psychiatric harm should have been just pleaded as a consequential harm of 

defamation rather than establishing a DoC for it. thus rejected the negligence claim. 
- cause of action in negligence should not be available in respect of the publication of false allegations 

in a mass media publication. 
o I.e. (Levine chose not to adopt Spring) 

 
GS v News Ltd  



- (if statement is true, then you will talk about negligence, but this means you need to establish a 
novel DoC) – ie. Follow Spring Case. 

- (if false, all you advise on is about defamation)- ie. Follow Sattin case and Sullivan case and Tame 
case. 

- GS slept with her psychiatrist and she disclosed to her husband. So a complaint was made to medical 
tribunal. Photo of GS leaving the tribunal hearing was published despite benefit of anonymity pursuant 
to Medical Practice Act 1992 (which for medical tribunal case, her identity should be covered when 
publishing). She brought proceedings for breach of statutory duty, for invasion of privacy and for 
negligence. Because 

1. Photo still have GS’s husband next to her 
2. GS was wearing distinctive clothes that still made her easy to identify. 

- For negligence, Levine distinguished from Sattin's case in that the allegations in Sattin's case were 
false (so defamation claim allowed) but here Spring case might be followed in circumstances where 
what was published was true and no claim for defamation available.  

 
Wade v State of Victoria (follows Spring case)(Victorian case) 

- Wade, a police officer, sought to obtain licences for gaming business. Reference from Vic police was 
not good to Wade. He claimed that he has suffered pure economic loss as a result of the reference.  

- Harper J said it was arguable that such a duty of care would be owed. 
o Here there was reasonable foreseeability of harm, sufficient proximity between plt and dft. 

Time is likely to be determinate, it would lead to indeterminate liability, there was 
vulnerability on the part of Wade. 

- Harper J expressed a preference for following the House of Lord's authority in Spring v Guardian and 
that Vic Police owed a duty of care to Wade by establishing the novel DoC. 

 
Dicta of High Court in Sullivan v Moody and Tame v NSW subsequently got applied. 

Sullivan v Moody 
- Separate claims on fathers sexually abusing their daughters.  
- Fathers were cleared in both claims but claimed psychiatric harm and pure economic loss.  
- Question was whether Police owed a duty of care not to cause psychiatric harm or pure economic loss.  

Held: no novel duty of care is established in this case. 
- Reason 1: HC found in unanimous judgement that paramount interest was protection of children 

according to the Child Abuse Act, and it would be inconsistent for police to owe a duty of care to that 
accused.  

o Where statute or common law allocates rights and responsibilities, duty of care should not 
avert those rights and responsibilities. 

o àthe development of the law of negligent should be consistent with the existing causes of 
actions. 

- Reason 2: The defence of common law privilege for a defamation claim also operates in reporting 
crimes to police. If you suspect of someone committing a crime even if it turns out to be untrue, you 
can still have a complete defence (so long as your conduct was not malice).  

o if they sued for defamation they would have complete defence of qualified privilege to report 
such child abuse. So giving novel duty of care would subvert the existing defamation law 
addressing these kind of circumstances (i.e. situations where privilege is essential). 

o so novel duty cannot be used to fill a gap 
- There is a superior public interest in the suppression of crime with one condition, that it is not out of 

malice, not for an improper motive.  
 

Tame v NSW: 
- One of 2 proceedings on nervous shock or negligently inflicted psychiatric harm.  
- Mrs Tame was involved in a car accident and due to administrative error, her blood alcohol reading 

was recorded as the same level. It preyed on her mind that there was a conspiracy against her which 
believed that she was drink driving and became fixated on that people thought she was drink driving 
and developed a psychotic disorder and brought proceedings. 

- HC, the psychiatric harm was a harm that was not reasonably foreseeable that from a clerical error, it 
would develop into a full blown psychiatric illness. 

o if they sued for defamation they would have complete defence of qualified privilege to report 
such clerical reporting. So giving novel duty of care would subvert the existing defamation 
law addressing these kind of circumstances (i.e. situations where privilege is essential). 



§ so novel duty cannot be used to fill a gap 
o Callinan J: Not to be liable for negligently pure economic loss is because they are merely the 

messenger. This is one reason why media is rarely held liable for negligently pure psychiatric 
harm. Another reason would be that Mass media publication would become liable to 
created indeterminate liability for indeterminate number of people for indeterminate 
amount of time.  

- That is why negligence claim is rarely applied in Australia. (i.e. Preclude concurrent claim of 
negligence and defamation) 

 
Doe v ABC: 

- One of 2 cases where judge found a tort of invasion of privacy. 
- Jane Doe was sexually assaulted by her husband and police prosecuted her husband.  
- Doe had the protection of the suppression of identity.  
- 2 journalist missed that and produced 3 reports which named Jane Doe.   
- The publicity exacerbated her psychiatric injury. She brought proceedings in Vic County Court for 

breach of confidence, invasion of privacy, and breach of statutory duty. 
- If this was a defamation case: 

o Here, no arguable claim can be made. Because its true! GS v NSW Ltd case. 
- Breach of statutory duty (this was used to establish a novel Duty of care): 

o Not only did the statute for this case created offence, it also gave implied duty of care on 
which the Plaintiff can rely on to claim damages in negligence 

- Hample did not find that Tame v NSW stood in her way of imposing a duty of care.  
o She was a reasonably foreseeable class of member in which that duty was held, and the harm 

was reasonably foreseeable, there was damage suffered in that her condition was exacerbate 
and there was a causal connection.  

o This is the first authority where a media outlet had been found liable in negligence to a person 
that they reported about.  

o Trend would suggest that duty of care in negligence is unlikely to be owed by media outlet. 
But this depends on what sort of harm has been inflicted on plt.  

 
 
 
DEFAMATION 
Slander is spoken/femoral defamation, whereas libel is written defamation (defamation in a permanent form). 
 
In slander, expectation was Plt had to prove special/actual damage, unless slander occurred:(ie. actionable per 
se) 

• where you imputed a crime,  
• professional incompetence or  
• that alleging one is suffering a contagious disease.  

Slander required special/actual damage except for the 3 exceptions 
Libel doesn't need to prove spcial/actual damage. Just needs publication to be actionable per se. 
 

Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) s7: Distinction between slander vs. libel is abolished (now only talk about 
defamation) 

Slander is actionable without special damage in the same way and to the same extent as libel is actionable 
without special damage.  
- Esp, Defamation Act s7: ss1: the disticiton at general law is now abolished. 

o Ss2: the publication of defamatory matter of any kind is actionable without proof of special 
damage. 

 
Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (Cth) s206: For the purposes of the law of defamation, the broadcasting of 
matter is taken to be publication of the matter in a permanent form.  
 
Criminal Defamation => Crimes Act 1900  
In Australia, defamation is still a tort and a crime 

S529(1) abolished criminal libel 



(3) Offence of criminal defamation à a person who, w/o lawful excuse, publishes matter defamatory of 
another living person (victim): 

(a) knowing the matter to be false, and 

(b) with intent to cause serious harm to the victim/any other person, or being reckless as 
to whether such harm is caused, 

Is guilty of an offence 

(4) A defendant in proceedings for an offence under this section has a lawful excuse for the publication 
of defamatory matter about the victim if, and only if, 

• The defendant would, having regard only to the circumstances happening before/at the time 
of the publication, have had a defence for the publication 

• If the victim had brought civil proceedings for defamation against the defendant 

(7) Requirement of DPP’s written consent to bring proceedings for criminal defamation 

• DPP reluctant to provide consent, 

• Thus people are rarely prosecuted for criminal defamation 
Note: Importantly, s529(7) requires DPP to consent to proceedings to criminal defamation 

 
 
 



Standing to Sue for Defamation 
 
Generally, all natural persons have standing to sue for defamation,  
- including political and public figures. 
- All natural living persons have standing to sue for defamation [s 10 DA] 

CL s 10 DA 
At death, whether you are a 
Plaintiff or Defandant, the 
cause of action dies with you 

A person (including a personal representative of a deceased person) cannot 
assert/continue/enforce a cause of action for defamation in relation to: 

(a) publication of defamatory matter about a deceased person (whether 
published before/after his death), or 

(b) publication of defamatory matter by a person who has died since 
publishing the matter 

 
 
US position: New York Times v Sullivan 

Principle If you are a public figure (politician, celebrity etc.)/forced public figure through connection 
with newsworthiness (e.g. family dies, in the media), and 

• Someone publishes material about you, 

• The forensic burdens act as a disincentive for you to sue 
 

Reversal of onus of proof  public figures must prove 

1. The statement was false 

2. The dominant motive of the publisher is actual malice (D published knowing that 
the material was false/was recklessly indifferent as to the truth of the material) 

N.B. cf Australian law 
• P does not need to prove the matter was false 

• There is a presumption of falsity 

• D must prove that the matter is true to rebut the presumption of falsity 
 
Partnership business: Todd v Swan TV & Radio Broadcasters: (note: limited damage – see below – 
Corporations section) 
- Todds hosted a friend whose estranged husband came and murdered her and attempted suicide. 

Media assumed that Mrs Todd was the victim and Mr Todd was the perpetrator. There was a 
significant loss of trade because everyone thought Mrs Todd was dead and Mr Todd was 
recovering from his attempted suicide.  

- Issue was whether Mr Todd & Mrs Todd could sue personally, and whether the partnership could 
sue? Yes partnership can sue under defamation separate from personal reputation of the constituent 
partners. 

Held:  
- Mr Todd could sue for defamation 

o Imputation that P is a murderer 

o This is false 
o Disparaging (ordinary r reader would think less of P if he murdered wife) 

o Identified 
o Published 
o Succeeds in defamation 

- Mrs Todd could not. 
o Imputation is that P is dead/(was killed by her husband) 

o This is false 



o But, it is not disparaging of her reputation 

o An ordinary reasonable reader would not think less of her because she is dead/(was 
killed by her husband) 

o Fails in defamation 
- Partnership: The imputation that one partner murdered another reflects on personal reputation. 

But it doesn't affect the partnership reputation. 
Partnership did have standing to sue but failed to prove ‘disparaging element’ 

• Imputations were false, 

• Caused economic harm (downturn in business) 

• But, is it disparaging of the partnership’s reputation? No 

• S’s statements allege/impute that Mr T murdered his wife/attempted 
suicide, which are not reflecting upon the reputation of the nature of 
business/trade/commerce 

• Simply because a thing is false and causes economic loss is not sufficient 
for it to be defamatory (as the primary interest protected is reputation) 

• Examples of things reflecting of the partnership’s reputation: 

• Imputation that the business is a front for money laundering by 
partners 

• Imputation of bribing 
o Note: Allegations made against a partnership may also reflect on personal/professional 

reputations of the constituent partners, even if they are not named, subject to the 
requirements (proof) of identification 

§ If it is alleged that the partnership is a front for money laundering 

§ But the constituent partners are not named 

§ The partners can sue for defamation, if they can prove identification 

§ The partners must prove that the people who read it knew the partners were 
behind the partnership (disparaging in the eyes of those people) 

 
Corporations:  
Under Statute: now extremely limited in corporation’s standing! But for damages see common law. 
  
Under common law: they only have limited reputation (thus limited damage) (like partnership/trade 
union etc). 
- Corporations cannot recover damages for hurt to its feeling; it could only recover damages for 

injury to reputation.  
- E.g. A trading corporation only has a trading reputation and can only recover damages that are 

economic in nature.  
Lewis v Daily Telegraph. (House of Lords) 
- Fact: Lewis=chairman of the Rubber Improvement and Rubber Improvements sued for defamation 

against Daily Telegraph for suggestion that the company was involved in fraud.  
- Held: yes they have standing: 

o If the imputations are disparaging and reflecting upon the reputation of the nature of 
business/trade/commerce 

- About damages: artificial entities, they don't have any feelings, so they can't get damages for hurt 
to feelings. They can only get damages to loss to reputation 

- In defamation, corporations can usually only recover damages non-economic loss to reputation. 
• Note: For recovery of economic loss (actual pecuniary losses), you have to particularise it. 

(This is forensically difficult, so not really sought) 
• If you want to recover non-economic loss of injury to reputation only (ie. general damage), 

the company must provide evidence that there was economic consequences as a result of 
the defamation to their business/company’s reputation.  



◦ These evidence does not limit the extent in which you can recover damages, it is just a 
threshold which you must overcome. 
▪ (e.g. Downturn in sales, diminution of value of good will, fall in share price.) 

◦ A corporation can only recover nominal damages if it does not adduce evidence of the 
economic consequences in the publication of a defamatory matter. (This is because the 
nature of a corporation’s reputation is economic and not injury to feelings). 

 
 
Randwick Labor Club Limited v Amalgamated Television Services: 
- Fact 

o A broadcasted that R=company was corrupt (front for money laundering) 
o R=company and board members (not mentioned in broadcast) sued for defamation 

- Held  
o For company: that it involved trading and business and therefore the club itself had 

standing.  
§ Disparaging R’s corporate reputation 

o For personal standing of board members: the ordinary reasonable reader might read it 
into the board member and therefore the board had standing as well.  

§ adversely on the personal and professional reputation of the board members (as 
they are responsible for managing R), even though the board members were not 
mentioned/named (this is the identification requirement) 

 
 
s9 of the Defamation Act 2005 placed limitations upon corporation's right to sue 
 

(1) A corporation cannot sue for defamation (re publication of defamatory matter about the corporation) 
UNLESS it was an excluded corporation at time of the publication 

(2) A corporation is an excluded corporation if: 

(a) It is a NFP corporation (the objects for which it is formed do not include obtaining 
financial gain for its members/corporators) [RSPCA v Davies], or 

(b) it employs fewer than 10 persons + is not related to another corporation, 

and the corporation is not a public body 

(3) In counting employees for the purposes of (2)(b), part-time employees are to be taken into account as 
an appropriate fraction of a full-time equivalent 

(5) (1) does not affect any cause of action for defamation that an individual associated with a 
corporation has in relation to the publication of defamatory matter about the individual, even if the 
publication of the same matter also defames the corporation 

• Preserves the rights of management to sue for damage to personal and professional reputation, 
when aspersions are directed to the corporation itself 

 
Note:  
- Corporations have many other avenues: injurious falsehood, Misleading/Deceptive Conduct.  

o In effect, the corporations will get injunction anyway and stop any information fully.. 
(this is some unthoughtful law reform to have this s9). 

Legislative policy for this reform: 

For Against 



• Enlarge freedom of speech 

• Stop corporations abusing defamation law to 
suppress public interest/scrutiny and silence 
private individuals 

• Corporations are more resourceful than 
individuals (better position to litigate) 

• Corporations can manage reputation in other 
ways (via marketing) 

• Leaves corporations w/o the ability to 
protect its reputations 

• Treats all corporations as the same, but not 
all corporations are large and resourceful 

• The no. ‘10’ is an arbitrary measure to 
determine whether a corporation is large 
vs. small/medium (why not use turnover?) 

 
 

Jameel v Wall Street Journal 
 

Facts • W published an article alleging that the Central Bank of Saudi Arabia was monitoring bank 
accounts at the request of the US 

• The article named, as suspects, the company that J was general manager and president of (ALJ 
Group) 

• Both Ps were Saudi Arabian, but had a commercial reputation in UK 

• Ps sued for defamation in UK 

Issue Does the presumption of damage in defamation apply to corporations? Yes 

Principle Presumption of damage applies in respect of corporations, because 

• The reputation of a company, as that of an individual, is a thing of value. Thus should be able to 
sue. (problem: this is very weak reasoning). 

• It is not accepted that publications, if truly damaging to a corporation’s commercial reputation, 
will result in provable financial loss, since the more public and prompter a company’s issue of 
proceedings, and the more diligent its pursuit of a claim, the less the chance that financial loss will 
actually accrue 

In AU This case is argument against the s9 restriction? 
But we still need to look into s9. 

 
 
èBecause corporations can't sue for defamation, they need other cause of action: 

 
AAMAC Warehousing v Transport Pty Ltd: 

- Article by a journalist talks about AAMAC involved in a corruption of waterfront, and it has been 
used for various criminal activities that shareholder’s fund had been used to entertain (eg 
prostitute) port officials who are employed by State government.  

- AAMAC sought ex parte injunction and party seeking that requires utmost candour. 
- Counsel for AAMAC didn't have reliable client who claimed prostitutes were just waitresses and 

did not involve in sexual acts.  
- So, later found that the ex parte injunction was granted on the basis of no clean hands. Thus 

revoked. 
o Injunction relief must come from clean hands 

- The ex parte injunction was based on the gross allegations about the company. 
o Defamation – failed – the company had too many employees (more than 10 full time 

employees – s9 DA) 



o MDC – failed because the journalist has the information provider defence.  
 


